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ABSTRACT

Packets in a video bitstream contain data with different lev-

els of importance that yield unequal amounts of quality dis-

tortion when lost. In order to avoid sharp quality degrada-

tion due to packet loss, we propose in this paper an error re-

silience method that is applied to the Region of Interest (RoI)

of the picture. This method protects the RoI while not yield-

ing significant overhead. We perform an eye tracking test to

determine the RoIs of a video sequence and we assess the per-

formance of the proposed model in error-prone environments

by means of a subjective quality test. Loss simulation results

show that stopping the temporal error propagation in the RoIs

of the pictures helps preserving an acceptable visual quality

in the presence of packet loss.

Index Terms— Eye tracking, region of interest, error re-

silience, subjective quality.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Quality of Experience (QoE) associated with video ser-

vices over IP is not always satisfactory. This is mainly due

to the loss of video packets during transmission. These pack-

ets contain different parts of the bitstream which generally

yield unequal amounts of distortion when lost. To attenu-

ate the quality degradation resulting from packet loss, sev-

eral techniques have been proposed to improve the impor-

tant packets’ resilience against losses. In the context of the

H.264/AVC video coding standard, error resilience features

such as Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) and Data Par-

titioning (DP) have been extensively studied. DP partitions

a coded slice into three separate NAL units each of which

contains a different part of the slice. FMO allows the order-

ing of macroblocks in slices according to a predefined map

rather than using the raster scan order. When coupled with

RoI-based coding, FMO is generally used to assemble the RoI

macroblocks into a single slice.

In H.264/AVC, there is a high dependency between many

parts of the coded video sequence which allows better com-

pression ratios. However, this dependency has the drawback

of allowing a spatio-temporal propagation of the error result-

ing from a packet loss. Some research works have looked

into attenuating the effect of this spatio-temporal dependency

when important parts of the bitstream are lost.

In [1], an error resilience scheme based on intra-refresh

in the RoI is proposed. The RoI is determined by means

of an objective attention model [2]. Restrictions are applied

over inter-prediction between reference frames and intra-

prediction within the same image in order to halt error propa-

gation. The intra-refresh period is set to 4 frames for a GOP

size of 30 and the size of the RoI is fixed at 25% of the im-

age size. Significant quality enhancement is noted in the RoI

compared to random intra-refresh for various loss rates.

In [3], an error resilience scheme based on FMO is pre-

sented. It first computes the importance of each macroblock

by considering the distortion resulting from the loss of ev-

ery pixel in it and the number of times this pixel is used as

a reference for other pixels within and beyond the picture.

The macroblocks are then grouped into slices depending on

their importance. Results for packet loss rates in the range

5% − 20% show that video quality when using the proposed

approach is significantly better than the quality obtained with

traditional FMO-based coding schemes.

A robustness model for RoI-based scalable video coding is

proposed in [4]. The model divides the video into two lay-

ers: the RoI layer and the background layer. Dependencies

between the two layers are removed to stop the error from

propagating from the background layer, which is less pro-

tected than the RoI layer, to the latter in case of packet loss.

This process decreases coding efficiency in error-free envi-

ronments but enhances the video robustness in the presence

of packet loss.

We propose in this work to use ground-truth RoI data to

enhance a video bitstream’s robustness to packet losses. This

is done by first confining the RoI in separate slices to cut the

error propagation within a picture and then constraining the

prediction process in the RoIs to prevent the loss distortion

from reaching other pictures’ RoIs.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we pro-

pose our method which forces the RoI macroblocks to be

coded in intra prediction mode. In Section 3, we briefly de-

scribe the eye tracking tests we performed in order to deter-



mine the saliency maps of the video sequences. Then, we

present the video quality subjective tests which aimed at as-

sessing the quality of sequences encoded with the resilience

model and affected by packet loss. We finally provide the

results and we discuss them.

2. INTRA PREDICTION RESILIENCE MODEL

The distortion caused by a lost slice located in an unimportant

region of a picture can propagate to its RoI and to subsequent

pictures’. The first situation can be caused by the spatial intra

prediction within a slice when it contains macroblocks from

both regions. To prevent this, we propose to group RoI mac-

roblocks into one or more slices independently of other slices

in the picture. This can be done in the H.264/AVC encoder

by using the FMO feature. There are several ways of order-

ing the macroblocks when using FMO. We choose FMO type

6 which provides full control over the assignment of mac-

roblocks to slices.

However, the macroblocks belonging to the RoI should be

known to both the encoder and the decoder. We use another

feature of H.264/AVC, namely Picture Parameter Set (PPS)

to include this information in the bitstream. A PPS is a Net-

work Abstraction Layer Unit (NALU) that contains header

data useful to the decoding and display of a series of NALUs

belonging to one or more pictures. Generally, one PPS NALU

is sent for a large number of pictures to avoid creating an over-

head. But with the RoI changing from one picture to another,

we choose to include one PPS NALU for every picture in the

video bitstream. This PPS NALU will contain the RoI map of

each picture. The RoIs are derived from eye tracking subjec-

tive tests described in Section 3.1.

With the spatial error propagation problem solved, we

tackle the more difficult problem of temporal error propaga-

tion. The use of inter picture prediction allows a packet loss

in a reference picture to drift to the corresponding inter-coded

pictures. To overcome this problem, we propose to force the

RoI macroblocks to be coded in intra prediction mode. The

forced intra prediction algorithm operates as follows: for each

macroblock of a B or P-picture, it checks if the macroblock

belongs to the picture’s RoI by comparing its coordinates to

the RoI coordinates fed into the encoder. When a macroblock

is flagged as being an RoI macroblock, its prediction type is

forced to be intra. Given that in H.264/AVC the selection of

a macroblock’s prediction type is based on the minimization

of a distortion measure between the original and the predicted

pixels, we choose to force the encoding algorithm to change

the prediction type of an RoI macroblock (from inter to intra)

by increasing the distortion measure computed for this choice.

The algorithm’s pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1.

By forcing some macroblocks in B and P-pictures to be

coded in intra mode, the quality of the video may decrease.

The explanation is the following: the encoding is done at con-

stant bitrate, thus the amount of bits allowed to be used is the

Algorithm 1 Forced RoI intra prediction.

while reading(eye tracking data)

for all B and P-pictures

for all MBs in a picture

if MB ∈ RoI then

while (predType == anyInterpredType) do

increase cost function

end while

else proceed normally

end if

end for

end for

end while

same for all coding schemes. The intra-coded macroblocks

consume more bits than what they would have if they were

coded in inter prediction mode. This results in higher quan-

tization parameters for some macroblocks in the video and

hence lower quality. The quality decrease depends also on

the size of the RoI.

3. SUBJECTIVE TESTS

We describe in this section the subjective tests that aimed at

(1) extracting the RoIs of the videos and; (2) assessing the ef-

ficiency of the proposed algorithm. Both tests were conducted

in a standardized environment according to ITU Recommen-

dation BT.500-11 [5]. We also present the results of the video

quality tests and compare the performance of the resilience

algorithm against classical coding schemes.

3.1. Eye tracking test

The goal of performing eye tracking tests is to track the eye

movement of the viewers in order to extract the RoIs of a

video sequence. We used a dual-Purkinje eye tracker for the

experiment. The video testbed included 30 SD sequences

(720×576). The sequences had either 8-second or 10-second

duration. 37 non-expert subjects participated in the test.

To extract an RoI truly faithful to the content, all of the se-

quences were encoded such as to obtain a good video quality.

Bitrates were in the range of 4− 7 Mbs. The video sequences

were encoded in High Profile with an IBBPBBP... GOP struc-

ture of length 24. All I-pictures were Instantaneous Decoding

Refresh (IDR) pictures which forbid the use of references for

inter prediction from a previous GOP. This helps in attenuat-

ing the temporal error drift by limiting it to at most one GOP

(≃ 1 s). The JM v14.0 reference software was used for en-

coding and decoding video sequences.

To translate the eye tracker saliency maps into RoI maps,

we follow a computational procedure involving psycho-visual

parameters. The values of these parameters are set empiri-

cally. The method is explained in detail in [6]. An example

of saliency and RoI maps is given in Figure 1.



Fig. 1. Saliency map (left) and the resulting macroblock-

based RoI (right) of frame 65 of Canoe sequence.

3.2. Video quality test

A subjective video quality test is the most reliable method

to evaluate perceptual video quality. It consists in asking a

group of viewers to rate a series of video sequences displayed

on a monitor. We used the Absolute Category Rating (ACR)

method with a five-level quality scale. 25 non-expert sub-

jects participated in the test. We chose 3 source sequences

out of the 30 included in the eye tracking test and we en-

coded each of them using three encoding configurations at the

same bitrate: (1) Normal coding: default encoding scheme;

(2) RoI coding: grouping the RoI macroblocks into indepen-

dent slices using FMO; and (3) RoI intra coding: same as RoI

coding but with the error resilience model.

We also introduced some slice losses in the RoI and out-

side of it to test the efficiency of the proposed models w.r.t.

to both error propagation and the spatial location of the loss.

When the losses were outside the RoI, they occurred in the

slices adjacent to the RoI. All losses were in a single I-picture

to allow a longer temporal propagation. We used the error

concealment algorithm implemented in the JM decoder.

3.3. Results and discussion

The first experiment consisted in comparing the quality degra-

dation caused by the loss of slices inside and outside the RoI.

In an earlier work [7], we performed subjective tests which

results proved that the MOS of a sequence strongly depends

on the spatial position of the loss in the picture. That is, losing

less slices in the RoI can sometimes yield worst quality than

losing more slices outside of it. Therefore, we tested two loss

scenarios: in the first, the whole RoI was lost (“RoI lost”) and

in the second the loss occurred in the slices adjacent to the

RoI (“Around RoI lost”). Note that the size of the RoI (in

slices) is not the same for all contents.

Figure 2 gives the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for three

sources with Loss Ratios (LR) smaller than 1. LR is the

ratio of the number of slices lost in the RoI to the number

of slices lost outside the RoI. The three sequences were en-

coded using RoI coding scheme which groups the RoI mac-

roblocks into separate slices without applying any further pre-

diction constraint. For Captain sequence, losing in the RoI
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Fig. 2. MOS values for RoI coding with losses inside and out-

side the RoI. The three sequences have different LR values.

half the number of slices lost outside of it yields worst qual-

ity (∆MOS = 0.3). For Canoe and Harp sequences, we can

see that quality difference is slightly higher for an increasing

number of RoI slices lost: ∆MOS = 0.45 and 0.5, respec-

tively. For all three contents, the loss affected more slices

outside the RoI yet the quality was better than with smaller

losses in the RoI. This stresses the strong correlation between

saliency and perceptual quality.

In Figure 3, the results of the second experiment are plot-

ted. We compare the three coding schemes in both error-

free and error-prone environments. Two conclusions can be

drawn: (1) the RoI-based model does not yield significant

overhead compared to classical coding schemes; and (2) RoI

intra coding outperforms other schemes when the RoI is lost.

The first conclusion is inferred by the almost equal MOS

values of video sequences which do not have any of their

packets lost. This shows that no extra cost is mandated by the

use of the RoI-based error resilience model because the qual-

ity is sustained at a good to excellent level (MOS = 4.5).

The right part of the plot in Figure 3 indicates a large qual-

ity difference when the RoI of an I-picture is lost (∆MOS ≃

1) between RoI intra coding scheme which yields a fair to

good quality (MOS = 3.4) and the other two schemes which

yield a poor quality on average (MOS = 2.25). This is

mainly due to the cut of temporal error propagation in the RoI

which makes the distortion appear in the I-picture’s RoI only.

Although there are no restrictions on the inter prediction pro-

cess outside the RoI and hence the error can propagate to that

region, this case did not seem to happen very often. Note that

Normal coding, wherein RoI macroblocks are not grouped

into particular slices yields a slightly better quality because

the loss cannot occur in the RoI exactly.

The RoI intra coding scheme’s performance indicates that

applying this error resilience model to a video bitstream can

make all of its packets equally robust to packet loss: losses in

the RoI no longer yield more distortion than losses in other
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Fig. 3. MOS values for all coding schemes without and with

losses in the RoI.

parts of the picture. Therefore, we can consider our model

as a layering technique where the priority of a slice depends

on its position w.r.t. the RoI’s. This new form of bitstream

prioritization, which is obtained with no significant complex-

ity increase, can be compared to common layering strategies

such as temporal and quality scalability.

In Figure 4, we illustrate how the RoI intra coding scheme

stops the temporal error propagation by comparing it to the

RoI coding scheme. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) depict frame 97

of Captain sequence without and with losses, respectively.

Given that frame 97 is an I-picture, we expect that the dis-

tortion propagates to subsequent pictures. This is indeed the

case in Figure 4(c) where the sequence is coded using the sim-

ple RoI coding mode and therefore the B-picture suffers from

severe degradation in quality. However, no distortion appears

in Figure 4(d) because the intra-coded RoI is completely in-

dependent of the previous reference frame.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented in this paper an RoI-based H.264/AVC error

resilience model that copes with spatio-temporal error prop-

agation. We derived RoIs from ground-truth data collected

through an eye tracking experiment. We also performed a

subjective quality test to evaluate the efficiency of the algo-

rithms. Results showed that in the presence of packet loss,

forcing the macroblocks of all RoIs in a video sequence to be

coded in intra prediction mode improves its perceptual error

robustness leading to an increase of 1 MOS value on a scale

of 5 compared to normal coding.

We envision investigating more deeply the influence on vi-

sual quality of both the RoI size and the distance between the

RoI and the less important region of the picture where the loss

occurs. We also plan to test the efficiency of our method when

using RoI data obtained from computational models such as

[2].

(a) Frame 97 with no packet

loss.

(b) Frame 97 with its RoI

lost.

(c) Frame 98 with RoI cod-

ing.

(d) Frame 98 with RoI intra

coding.

Fig. 4. Frames 97 and 98 of Captain sequence.
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